CREATIVE GIFTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

Museum Shop purchases directly support our exhibitions, programs, and community engagement initiatives.
**DISCOVERY BACKPACK**
$98/$88.20 MEMBER
Supple genuine leather accents and plenty of pockets to store your essentials for a day spent on-the-go.
12 x 17 in.

**CUMULUS LAYERED NECKLACE**
$83/$74.70 MEMBER
A floating, layered design made up of carefully-spaced glass orbs of assorted sizes.
Magnetic clasps, 17 in.

**MOBILE MIRAGE**
$74/$66.60 MEMBER
The elements of this mobile shift and change continuously, with an additional extra blue wing to customize your look.
23 5/8 x 23 5/8 in.

**RIVIERA PORTABLE LAMP**
$150/$135 MEMBER
A modern-day lantern to be carried from room to room spreading its cozy light. The shape is inspired by the eclectic silhouette of beach parasols in the Riviera.
8–70 hrs, USB charge, 11 in. height

**ABLAZE WITH COLOR**
$19.99/$17.99 MEMBER
Celebrate the power of art in this inspiring picture book biography of American artist Alma Thomas.
40 pages, 4–8 years, hardcover
TOYS & PUZZLES

RAINBOW MAGNETIC SQUARES PACK
$62/$55.80 MEMBER
Multiple sizes of these magnetic tiles make it the perfect expansion pack to create huge Connetix creations.
40 pieces, 3 years+

TOPANIFARM BLOCKS AND ANIMALS
$31/$27.90 MEMBER
Mix, match, stack, and order these colorful blocks to develop creativity and fine motor skills.
12 pieces, 18 months+

ARCHIMEDES WOOD PUZZLE
$53/$47.70 MEMBER
Perhaps the oldest known mathematical puzzle, these shapes can be arranged in a square in over 500 unique ways. How many can you find?
14 pieces, 10 5/8 x 10 5/8 in.

AMAZONIE 3D POSTER PAPER CREATION
$31/$27.90 MEMBER
Punch out and fold decorative paper pieces, then glue to the poster silhouette to create a dramatic multi-level masterpiece.
8-14 years, 15 3/8 x 17 3/4 in.

A WHOLE WORLD OF ART
$26/$23.40 MEMBER
This beautifully illustrated book seeks to tell children the true, diverse, and decolonized story of art from around the world.
64 pages, hardcover

BEAUTY BORN OF STRUGGLE
$70/$63 MEMBER
A collection of illustrated essays highlights the works of influential Black artists from Washington, DC, 1920s to the present.
368 pages, hardcover
Member Holiday Shopping Days, November 24–December 10

20% discount during Member Holiday Shopping Days, November 24–December 10

Gift a Membership
Experience the collection in the best way possible! Exclusive member benefits include free admission, exhibition previews, discounts on programs and in the shop and café, and so much more.

Visit PhillipsCollection.org/membership to join today!